Contestants flexed and posed in the Blatt P.E. Center Saturday night as the spray-tanned and heavily muscled students vied for the titles of Mr. and Miss USC.

Donning smiles, Speedos, and incredibly touch, the six men and five women were competing for the titles of Mr. and Miss USC in the final minutes of judging. They, along with six other men and five women, were competing for the titles of Mr. and Miss USC in USC’s Bodybuilding and Fitness Sports Club’s annual bodybuilding championship.

Floodlights shone upon the lean bodies of the competitors, while the judges scrutinized every inch. For men’s bodybuilding, we look at symmetry, muscularity and conditioning, or how ripped they are,” she said. “For women’s figure, we look at poise, balance, form and symmetry, as well as overall fitness.”

When being judged, participants were instructed on how to flex, which way to turn and when to relax their muscles. Each motion was orchestrated so judges could harm investiga- tion of the nation by the Princeton Review, its highest-ever ranking, after taking 17 press association awards, itself a record. Last year, the newspaper was ranked No. 14 in the nation by the Princeton Review, its highest-ever ranking, after taking 17 press association awards, itself a record.

The Daily Gamecock was named the state’s best college newspaper by the South Carolina Press Association Friday as it won a record 11 awards for its work in 2012. The newspaper took the top staff and individual awards — general excellence and collegiate journalist of the year — for former Editor-in-Chief Clark — at the association’s annual collegiate meeting at Claflin University in Orangeburg.

The Daily Gamecock also won 14 first-place awards for its daily coverage, social media use, photography and design. The newspaper swept two categories: cultural writing and use of Twitter.

On The Daily Gamecock’s editorial side, Campbell won first-place recognition for a news story. Campbell and Michael Lamberti for editorial writing, Isaiah Khurshudyan for a sports story, Teler Simpson for an arts and entertainment story; and the newspaper’s staff writer, for its 2012 political coverage, use of Twitter, Facebook page and website.

In photography, multimedia and design, Andrew Askins won for a first-place photograph. Chris Brown for page one design, Paul Crescenti III and Sam Snellgrove for a multimedia story; Richard Pearce for a sports photograph; Tucker Proctor for a single advertisement; Austin Price for a specialty page design and an illustration or informational graphic.

Last year, the newspaper was named best in state, after 17 press association awards, itself a record. For its 2012 political coverage, use of Twitter, Facebook page and website.

In photography, multimedia and design, Andrew Askins won for a first-place photograph. Chris Brown for page one design, Paul Crescenti III and Sam Snellgrove for a multimedia story; Richard Pearce for a sports photograph; Tucker Proctor for a single advertisement; Austin Price for a specialty page design and an illustration or informational graphic.

The Daily Gamecock is normally excellent product,” said Kristyn Sanito, the paper’s current editor-in-chief. Our paper and the everyday dedication to making a quality product is something that we have been striving for, and it shows in our work in 2012.

In photography, multimedia and design, Andrew Askins won for a first-place photograph. Chris Brown for page one design, Paul Crescenti III and Sam Snellgrove for a multimedia story; Richard Pearce for a sports photograph; Tucker Proctor for a single advertisement; Austin Price for a specialty page design and an illustration or informational graphic.

Hootie & the Blowfish bricks go missing

Thad Moore
THADMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

For a while there, Hootie and the Blowfish bricks were nothing but smiles, Speedos and incredibly touch, the six men and five women were competing for the titles of Mr. and Miss USC in the final minutes of judging. They, along with six other men and five women, were competing for the titles of Mr. and Miss USC in USC’s Bodybuilding and Fitness Sports Club’s annual bodybuilding championship.

Floodlights shone upon the lean bodies of the competitors, while the judges scrutinized every inch. For men’s bodybuilding, we look at symmetry, muscularity and conditioning, or how ripped they are,” she said. “For women’s figure, we look at poise, balance, form and symmetry, as well as overall fitness.”

When being judged, participants were instructed on how to flex, which way to turn and when to relax their muscles. Each motion was orchestrated so judges could harm investiga- tion of the nation by the Princeton Review, its highest-ever ranking, after taking 17 press association awards, itself a record.

The Daily Gamecock was named the state’s best college newspaper by the South Carolina Press Association Friday as it won a record 11 awards for its work in 2012. The newspaper took the top staff and individual awards — general excellence and collegiate journalist of the year — for former Editor-in-Chief Clark — at the association’s annual collegiate meeting at Claflin University in Orangeburg.

The Daily Gamecock also won 14 first-place awards for its daily coverage, social media use, photography and design. The newspaper swept two categories: cultural writing and use of Twitter.

On The Daily Gamecock’s editorial side, Campbell won first-place recognition for a news story. Campbell and Michael Lamberti for editorial writing, Isaiah Khurshudyan for a sports story, Teler Simpson for an arts and entertainment story; and the newspaper’s staff writer, for its 2012 political coverage, use of Twitter, Facebook page and website.

In photography, multimedia and design, Andrew Askins won for a first-place photograph. Chris Brown for page one design, Paul Crescenti III and Sam Snellgrove for a multimedia story; Richard Pearce for a sports photograph; Tucker Proctor for a single advertisement; Austin Price for a specialty page design and an illustration or informational graphic.

Last year, the newspaper was ranked No. 14 in the nation by the Princeton Review, its highest-ever ranking, after taking 17 press association awards, itself a record.
Columbia police responded to their first murder of the year Sunday morning. According to a release, Clifton DeAaron Dreher, 17, was wanted for the murder of 23-year-old Quannam Cambone-Lewis who was standing on a porch on the 1000 block of Tremont Street around 2 a.m. Sunday. The incident happened after a “verbal altercation” in the house.

Police have found a car involved in the crime. He is considered armed and dangerous.

Crimemovers.

— Thad More, News Editor

In Brief.

A handful of bills in the state legislature could change how tightly South Carolina regulates guns, and one could drop handgun restrictions outright.

Both the House and Senate have proposed bills that would keep people declared mentally ill in court from buying guns. The State reported.

But others aim to loosen gun rules, including one sponsored by state Sen. Lee Bright, R-Spartanburg, that would keep people declared mentally ill in court from buying guns. People wouldn’t need permits at all.

Last month, South Carolina was ranked No. 6 in the U.S. for general gun violence and No. 26 for its gun laws’ stringency, according to The States.

— Thad More, News Editor

Crime Blotter for April 5 - 12

Drunkness — 1

Traffic/DUl — 1

Larceny of moped — 1

Larceny/Theft from building — 6

For/Other ID use — 1

Assault/Simple assault — 1

Harrassment - Telephone calls — 1

Vandalism/Destruction of property — 2

Burglary/Breaking and entering — 1

Assault/Aggravated assault — 1

— An officer was dispatched to the headquarters of USC’s Division of Law Enforcement and Safety in response to a report of harassment. A student said that her ex-boyfriend, also a USC student, had been texting and calling her and her current girlfriend making “harrasing comments” and sexual remarks, trying to break the couple up. He said that she had been doing this for at least 15 months and it was “revenge on her for not being with her.” Police advised the man to screen shots of any further harassment.

— An officer responded to Bates House early Wednesday morning in response to a possible assault on the Bates Bridge. The victim had no marks, injuries, apparel dismembered and had trouble answering questions. He told police that he was approached by two black men, two white men and one Hispanic man on the bridge around 3 a.m. He said the men punched him and kicked him several times in the head. He was unable to provide further descriptions of the men and said that they didn’t steal anything from him. The victim was evaluated by paramedics and transported to Palmetto Health Richland for further treatment.

— An officer responded to Bates House early on the morning of April 7. The resident who allegedly started the fight was awakened by his roommate, who wanted to bring a woman into the room and have the first roommate leave. The first roommate objected, saying he wanted to sleep. He began shouting and pushing each other before a resident mentor intervened. Both men opted not to press charges and spend the night in their room.

— Compiled by Amanda Coyne, Assistant News Editor

Brief doesn’t exclude every incident from the last two weeks, and suspects are presumed innocent until proven guilty. Information could change as investigations continue.

Proposed state bills split on gun regulations

A handful of bills in the state legislature could change how tightly South Carolina regulates guns, and one could drop handgun restrictions outright.

Both the House and Senate have proposed bills that would keep people declared mentally ill in court from buying guns. The State reported.

But others aim to loosen gun rules, including one sponsored by state Sen. Lee Bright, R-Spartanburg, that would drop requirements for concealed carry permits. People wouldn’t need permits at all.

Columbia police responded to their first murder of 2013 early Sunday morning.

According to a release, Clifton DeAaron Dreher, 17, was wanted for the murder of 23-year-old Quannam Cambone-Lewis who was standing on a porch on the 1000 block of Tremont Street around 2 a.m. Sunday. The incident happened after a “verbal altercation” in the house.

Police have found a car involved in the crime. He is considered armed and dangerous.

Crimemovers.

— Thad More, News Editor

Crime Blotter

The Blotter comes from police reports released by the USC Division of Law Enforcement and Safety and doesn’t include crimes reported by city or county law enforcement.

Columbia sees first murder of year Sunday

Many would-be trustees connected to legislature

A big proportion of the candidates for trustee positions at South Carolina colleges have ties to the state legislature, which appoints them. Of the 70 people vying for 32 seats on boards, a dozen or so are connected to legislators or served in the Statehouse, The Post and Courier reported.

State law doesn’t set many rules or criteria for trustees. The only one: The Citadel board members have to be graduates.

And while the jobs don’t pay well, save for football tickets for USC trustees), The Post and Courier reported that they can launch political careers and carry social clout.
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Proposed state bills split on gun regulations
Once the individual routines had finished, it was time for the mandatory pose-off. Standing in a single-file line, the judges called out directions until two winners were named: second-year exercise science student Devon Redholm took first in the heavyweight division, while first-year business student Ryan Finn took lightweight. After one final flex-off, during which the tension was almost tangible, Finn appeared on the stage.

In his first ever bodybuilding competition, Finn said he had worked hard physically in the gym, but there was also a mental aspect to the sport. “It’s more mental stress than physical,” he said. “You have to plan everything out right to your disadvantage. In all of the excitement, Finn’s crowning moment was a whirlwind of cheers and flashes as admirers took pictures and chanted his name. “I don’t even hardly remember happening,” he said. “But it was all worth it. It was definitely all worth it.”
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“I think it’s in a great place right now,” Campbell said. “It’s got really great people who are well-positioned not only to continue its tradition of excellence but to make it even better.”

The Gamecock’s recent accomplishments include a new website, smartphone application and training program and a partnership with SGTV that has improved its multimedia offerings, but Campbell emphasized that its focus was still on the content it produces daily.

“I would say the accomplishments are the journalism we put out together, from all the sections,” Campbell said. “When you flip back through the papers from the past year, there’s a lot to be proud of from everyone.”

Top Ranked Program!
From 11:00a.m. - 1:00p.m.
or, while supplies last!
CAROLINA DINING:
700 S. Main St.

@Carolina_Dining Facebook.com/CarolinaDiningUSC

Get a Gamecock Baseball T-shirt FREE
when you buy two Coca-Cola 20oz products.
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us know at letters@dailygamecock.com, and we will print the corrections in our next issue.

Pseudoscience in documentary tries too hard

Hollywood trend fails to captivate viewers

There’s a buzz in the air surrounding the recent so-called “Alien” documentary. It attempts to establish the existence of alien life, and its detractors go so far as to question its legitimacy. As a student of North Carolina’s coast, this documentary attempts to provide a believable and thought-provoking interpretation of the existence of alien life, but its portrayal leaves much to be desired.

As a student of North Carolina’s coast, this documentary attempts to provide a believable and thought-provoking interpretation of the existence of alien life, but its portrayal leaves much to be desired.
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Donning a Connor Shaw jersey, country star Chris Young took the Carolina Coliseum stage on Sunday night, playing to an enthusiastic crowd of students in cowboy hats.

The amps pumped up, everyone flew to their eyes. As the lights went down and over magenta, green and brown cowboy hats Nashville-native, performed a free crooner's opening song.

Everywhere "Charlie Todd. The country concert until you've seen a pack of country-rooted opener Chris Lane took the stage with an odd choice, led by his lead guitarist Joseph Pope: "Lose Your Mind" by Nelly and "Get Low" by Lil Jon's Top's "Sharp Dressed Man." And, a few songs later, an even better one: the "Fresh Prince" theme song. He took his guitar strap from colleagues just off the shoulder and began an impromptu version of the theme song, before he started a new song "Attention." "Vickie," "You" and "Who's Going To Take Me Home." Young's set ended on over an hour in a rare Sunday night country Kosovo showing, and it all led up to the single that this week he made his career, "Tomorrow." The lights turned back up, shining light on the singing crowd in a kind of honest moment that perfectly lent itself to the lyrically beautiful song. It was a house full of Young fans, though, and as the set drew closer and the stage switched out for the headliner, students sat on lungs and two-to-a-seat to claim their spot as close to the crowd.

Young made his grand, running entrance and jumped from side to side of the crowd, that was now hanging over the front-of-stage gate, throwing his hat up in the air and pressing his ear up to his guitarist's strings. He channeled a good dose of Chris Pride as he ran through his first couple of songs. The stage turned black and twinkling lights illuminated on side panel screens. He showed things down for a sweet serenade of "The Man I Want To Be." His between-song banter, however, was where the real Young came center stage. He cracked jokes and told stories and made it clear that women can go to the grocery store in sweats and a T-shirt, but men cannot.

What a guy. He gave a shout-out to the armed forces and turned all the lights down low. He moved front and center, with one bright spotlight for "The Dubrush." No one knew the words, but it was a pretty little tune.

Young channeled Lane for a quick cover — no Marshall Mathers, but ZZ Top's "Sharp Dressed Man." And, a few songs later, an even better one: the "Fresh Prince" theme song. He took his guitar strap from colleagues just off the shoulder and began an impromptu version of the theme song, before he started a new song "Attention." "Vickie," "You" and "Who's Going To Take Me Home." Young's set ended on over an hour in a rare Sunday night country Kosovo showing, and it all led up to the single that this week he made his career, "Tomorrow." The lights turned back up, shining light on the singing crowd in a kind of honest moment that perfectly lent itself to the lyrically beautiful song.

It was a house full of Young fans, though, and as the set drew closer and the stage switched out for the headliner, students sat on lungs and two-to-a-seat to claim their spot as close to the crowd.

Young made his grand, running entrance and jumped from side to side of the crowd, that was now hanging over the front-of-stage gate, throwing his hat up in the air and pressing his ear up to his guitarist's strings. He channeled a good dose of Chris Pride as he ran through his first couple of songs. The stage turned black and twinkling lights illuminated on side panel screens. He showed things down for a sweet serenade of "The Man I Want To Be." His between-song banter, however, was where the real Young came center stage. He cracked jokes and told stories and made it clear that women can go to the grocery store in sweats and a T-shirt, but men cannot.
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Young channeled Lane for a quick cover — no Marshall Mathers, but ZZ Top's "Sharp Dressed Man." And, a few songs later, an even better one: the "Fresh Prince" theme song. He took his guitar strap from colleagues just off the shoulder and began an impromptu version of the theme song, before he started a new song "Attention." "Vickie," "You" and "Who's Going To Take Me Home." Young's set ended on over an hour in a rare Sunday night country Kosovo showing, and it all led up to the single that this week he made his career, "Tomorrow." The lights turned back up, shining light on the singing crowd in a kind of honest moment that perfectly lent itself to the lyrically beautiful song.
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Young made his grand, running entrance and jumped from side to side of the crowd, that was now hanging over the front-of-stage gate, throwing his hat up in the air and pressing his ear up to his guitarist's strings. He channeled a good dose of Chris Pride as he ran through his first couple of songs. The stage turned black and twinkling lights illuminated on side panel screens. He showed things down for a sweet serenade of "The Man I Want To Be." His between-song banter, however, was where the real Young came center stage. He cracked jokes and told stories and made it clear that women can go to the grocery store in sweats and a T-shirt, but men cannot.

What a guy. He gave a shout-out to the armed forces and turned all the lights down low. He moved front and center, with one bright spotlight for "The Dubrush." No one knew the words, but it was a pretty little tune.
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Young channeled Lane for a quick cover — no Marshall Mathers, but ZZ Top's "Sharp Dressed Man." And, a few songs later, an even better one: the "Fresh Prince" theme song. He took his guitar strap from colleagues just off the shoulder and began an impromptu version of the theme song, before he started a new song "Attention." "Vickie," "You" and "Who's Going To Take Me Home." Young's set ended on over an hour in a rare Sunday night country Kosovo showing, and it all led up to the single that this week he made his career, "Tomorrow." The lights turned back up, shining light on the singing crowd in a kind of honest moment that perfectly lent itself to the lyrically beautiful song.
In the Major League Baseball world, today marks Jackie Robinson Day, the day when baseball personnel and fans alike honor the memory of a MLB legend by wearing the number “42.”

And just in time for Jackie Robinson Day comes “42,” a biopic about Robinson’s rise to becoming the first black baseball player in major league history.

However, “42” may not be what some people expect. How should I put this? The movie tells the “Jackie Robinson story” without telling Jackie Robinson’s story. This film documents a point in history where a desire for change in sports dealt a blow to traditional prejudices. But with the slate script and conventional approach, this feels more like sitting through a high school history lecture.

There’s also the matter of how the film presents the baseball legend, portraying a noble athlete instead of the realistic, true-to-life character. This is a mythologizing biography, the “Remember the Titans” of baseball films on the big screen; fans can still get a kick out of seeing baseball legends on the big screen. But the romanticized portrayal of Robinson and screenwriter Brian Helgeland only hasten Robinson’s acceptance by his teammates but tolerate the course among moderate ball fans.

Some might argue that director and screenwriter Brian Helgeland does too much. His screenplay breaks the movie down into three separate stories: Robinson’s family life, his struggles with racism and the way he handles discrimination. His ballplayer can still get a kick out of seeing baseball legends on the big screen, Dodger’s executive Branch Rickey (Harrison Ford) tells Robinson “I want a player who’s got the guts NOT to fight back,” we immediately understand what challenges he was up against as a black athlete in 1947.

If people were offended by the intelligently used of the N-word in “Django Unchained,” they may also indulge in the N-word in this film. This some what the redneck manager of the Philadelphia Phillies, Ben Chapman (Alan Tudyk) hurls a never-ending stream of N-word-laced criticisms every time Robinson bats. This verbal attack teases the consternation of “42.” Chapman’s assaults lead to unintended consequences, they not only hasten Robinson’s acceptance by his teammates but tolerate the course among moderate ball fans.

Some might argue that director and screenwriter Brian Helgeland does too much. His screenplay breaks the movie down into three separate stories: Robinson’s family life, his struggles with racism and the way he handles discrimination. His ballplayer can still get a kick out of seeing baseball legends on the big screen, Dodger’s executive Branch Rickey (Harrison Ford) tells Robinson “I want a player who’s got the guts NOT to fight back,” we immediately understand what challenges he was up against as a black athlete in 1947.
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Taurus
Today is an excellent day to make new commitments. Take on more responsibility. Grab an opportunity. List problems to solve and benefits. Teamwork is necessary.

Virgo
The coming days are crucial for setting goals and acting on them. Let a creative spirit and your horoscope. Collect an old debt or a windfall profit and count your assets. Libra
It’s easier to save and increase your assets. Consider personal decisions. Make plans together with someone else, and make some space. Find a special deal. Accept a good offer.

Scorpio
Partnership and compromise come with greater ease. Collect the benefits that you’ve earned. The solution becomes obvious. Put in extra effort and use your腦power to accomplish your specific goals.

Sagittarius
There’s more fun work for the next month on the way. Friends will help you advance. Share the credit. Caution brings greater success; take it slow in a hurry. You’re gaining wisdom, and reputation will follow.

Cancer
Today is extra effective. Use money to make an interesting proposition. Details. Make necessary creative changes. Get creative with the financial situation.

Leo
Fantasies abound today. Your energy is low. Rely on those around you.

Aquarius
Focus on household improvements. Do learn to make something you used to hate. You’re gaining skills. Your home can become your love nest, without great changes. Your ideas are gaining skills. Your living area will be fine.

Pisces
Partnership and teamwork come with greater ease. Collect the benefits that you’ve earned. The solution becomes obvious. Put in extra effort and use your brains to accomplish your specific goals.

Capricorn
There’s more fun work for the next month on the way. Friends will help you advance. Share the credit. Caution brings greater success; take it slow in a hurry. You’re gaining wisdom, and reputation will follow.

Taurus
Today is an excellent day to make new commitments. Take on more responsibility. Grab an opportunity. List problems to solve and benefits. Teamwork is necessary.

Virgo
The coming days are crucial for setting goals and acting on them. Let a creative spirit and your horoscope. Collect an old debt or a windfall profit and count your assets. Libra
It’s easier to save and increase your assets. Consider personal decisions. Make plans together with someone else, and make some space. Find a special deal. Accept a good offer.

Scorpio
Partnership and compromise come with greater ease. Collect the benefits that you’ve earned. The solution becomes obvious. Put in extra effort and use your 脳 power to accomplish your specific goals.

Sagittarius
There’s more fun work for the next month on the way. Friends will help you advance. Share the credit. Caution brings greater success; take it slow in a hurry. You’re gaining wisdom, and reputation will follow.

Cancer
Today is extra effective. Use money to make an interesting proposition. Details. Make necessary creative changes. Get creative with the financial situation.

Leo
Fantasies abound today. Your energy is low. Rely on those around you.

Aquarius
Focus on household improvements. Do learn to make something you used to hate. You’re gaining skills. Your home can become your love nest, without great changes. Your ideas are gaining skills. Your living area will be fine.

Pisces
Partnership and teamwork come with greater ease. Collect the benefits that you’ve earned. The solution becomes obvious. Put in extra effort and use your 脳 power to accomplish your specific goals.
Offense dominates in annual spring game

Sophomore Mike Davis had 40 yards and a touchdown on just two carries in the annual Garnet and Black spring game. Davis said he is stronger and faster than last year.
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"receiver off the sidelines."
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his Heisman-winning campaign.
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because of various injuries. Spurrier was
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practices."

try to keep some good camaraderie, "

Spurrier said that while spring practices

Star tailback David Williams in the summer.

job," Davis said.

However, Davis knows that things can change from now until August, especially with the arrival of four

star defensive end and the College

Football Performance Trophy for the

coaching staff handed out their

during the ceremony Clowney

voiced his appreciation for Lattimore’s

festivities.

on hand to take part in the halftime

seniors. Among the former Gamecocks,

celebrate your successes."

got something to sort of brag about or

probably the highlight of our spring

best defensive lineman in the country.

In the middle of the Garnet defense for a 25-yard touchdown

we've won 31 games."

influence on the other guys. That's why

did on the field were right there with the

Spurrier said. "His influence and what he

lasting contributions to South Carolina

football, going as far as to call him

Spurrier's biggest fear was that he was going

"I caught the ball, turned around,

The distinctions included anything

coaching staff handed out their

Florida allows Gators to score 10 runs in sixth inning en route to win

Tied as four going into the bottom of the sixth inning on Saturday, South Carolina was trying to avoid being swept by Florida. However, the Gators scored 10 runs on eight hits in the sixth to pull away from the Gamecocks for a 14-5 win.

USC (27-10, 8-7 SEC) completed its second weekend sweep

Of course, the Gamecocks will get another chance to avoid being swept by Florida when the teams meet again on Sunday.

"Both of them are tough, they don't shy away from

"I'm just glad to be here,

"We had a lot of fans out and that was great,"

Thompson said it was fun to get out there and

a lot of fans out there,

"We all feel like we have the best

Spartanburg says halftime show "highlight of spring game"

With the spring football season

climbing to a close

after pitching 1.2 scoreless

recorded at least two hits and five

Freshman Jack Wynkoop took the

loss after giving up two earned

runs in three innings pitched.

Spurrier said his easygoing philosophy on

spring practice is partially due to his

limited participation in spring ball
during his playing days at Florida
because of various injuries. Spurrier was

sided for all but one of his springs as a

Gamecock, including the one that prefaced his Heisman-winning campaign.

Fitting in with Spurrier’s relaxed philosophy on spring practice was

Even batting and making it to the

endline, Clowney launched the ball into the

stands as a souvenir for a lucky fan a

celebration that he said he planned to do

whether or not he made the catch.

"JoJo's biggest fear was that he was going
to drop that ball," defensive coordinator

Lorenzo Ward said. "I kept planting that

seed in his head that he was going to
drop that ball. When he caught it, he said

that was the only thing he was worrying

about, and then he didn't drop it."

Halftime awards ceremony: Spurrier and the rest of the USC

coaching staff handed out their traditional spring football awards during halftime of Saturday’s contest. The distinctions included anything from most improved in the various position groups to the Ernest Brooks MVP award for last year’s Garnet game, which was given to junior quarterback Dylan Thompson.

During the ceremony Clowney received two national awards for the nation’s top defensive end and the College Football Performance Trophy for the best defensive lineman in the country. "As far as the halftime show, probably the highlight of our spring game," Spurrier said. "We were able to get something to sort of brag about or be proud of, I believe you do have to celebrate your successes."

Another Garnet and Black game tradition that was honored Saturday was the recognition of the previous year’s seniors. Among the former Gamecocks NFL prospects, defensive end Steve Taylor and Marcus Lattimore were on hand to take part in the halftime festivities.

During the introductions, Spurrier waxed his appreciation for Lattimore’s

remaining contributions to South Carolina football, going as far as to call him "the best football player to ever wear a Garnet game.""

"When I said I was the best players to ever play here I really mean that,

Thompson said. "The influence and what he did on the field were right there with the

best. He's as a wonderful, young man and such a leader, such an influence on the other guys. That's why we've won 11 games."

Clowney participant in annual trick play

Spurrier says halftime show ‘highlight of spring game’

With the spring football season

coming to a close after Saturday’s Garnet

and Black Spring Game, USC defensive

coordinator Steve Spurrier said that while spring practices are important for younger players, he does not overschedule the practice time in the spring.

"We don't beat each other up, and we try to keep our schedule consistent." Spurrier said. "We've got a lot more serious in the regular season and preseason practices."

Spurrier said a cursory philosophy on spring practice is partially due to his limited participation in spring ball during his playing days at Florida because of various injuries. Spurrier was sidelined for all but one of his springs as a Gamecock, including the one that prefigured his Heisman-winning campaign.

Fitting in with Spurrier’s relaxed philosophy on spring practice was even batting and making it to the endline, Clowney launched the ball into the stands as a souvenir for a lucky fan a celebration that he said he planned to do whether or not he made the catch.

"JoJo’s biggest fear was that he was going to drop that ball," defensive coordinator Lorenzo Ward said. "I kept planting that seed in his head that he was going to drop that ball. When he caught it, he said that was the only thing he was worrying about, and then he didn’t drop it."

Halftime awards ceremony: Spurrier and the rest of the USC coaching staff handed out their traditional spring football awards during halftime of Saturday’s contest. The distinctions included anything from most improved in the various position groups to the Ernest Brooks MVP award for last year’s Garnet game, which was given to junior quarterback Dylan Thompson.

During the ceremony Clowney received two national awards for the nation’s top defensive end and the College Football Performance Trophy for the best defensive lineman in the country. "As far as the halftime show, probably the highlight of our spring game," Spurrier said. "We were able to get something to sort of brag about or be proud of, I believe you do have to celebrate your successes."

Another Garnet and Black game tradition that was honored Saturday was the recognition of the previous year’s seniors. Among the former Gamecocks NFL prospects, defensive end Steve Taylor and Marcus Lattimore were on hand to take part in the halftime festivities.

During the introductions, Spurrier waxed his appreciation for Lattimore’s remaining contributions to South Carolina football, going as far as to call him “the best football player to ever wear a Garnet game.”""When I said I was the best players to ever play here I really mean that, Thompson said. “The influence and what he did on the field were right there with the best. He’s as a wonderful, young man and such a leader, such an influence on the other guys. That’s why we’ve won 11 games.”